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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to explore the application of
Gelucire 43/01 for the design of sustained release gastro
retentive drug delivery system of Amlodipine besylate.
Gelucire 43/01 has been used in floating sustained release
formulations to prolong gastric residence time and increase
its bioavailability. Gelucire 43/01 in combination with
HPMC and Polyox was used as a release retarding
polymer. HPMC of various viscosity grades HPMC K4M,
HPMC K15M and HPMC K100M in combination of Gelucire
were tested to obtain optimal total floating time as well as
controlled drug release for prolonged period. Melt
granulation technique has been used to prepare gastro
retentive Amlodipine besylate formulations. All the
formulations were evaluated in vitro for their floating ability
and drug release. The floating times of all tablet

formulations were greater than 12h. HPMC K4M in
combination with Gelucire as polymeric matrix enhanced
the drug release due to addition of hydrophilic polymer
facilitated the swelling and erosion of the tablets.
Incorporation of low viscosity polymer HPMC K100 M
resulted in optimal floating as well as drug release for
longer time. In vivo studies of optimized formulation show
floating ability for 6 h in stomach. The results indicate that
Gelucire 43/01 in combination with dissolution enhancers
HPMC increase the permeability of the wax matrix, which
provides improved dissolution thereby bioavailability of
Amlodipine besylate and can be considered as a carrier for
the development of sustained release floating drug delivery
systems.
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Introduction
Floating drug delivery systems are the systems that
are retained in the stomach for a longer period and
thereby improve the bioavailability of drugs that are
preferentially absorbed from upper GIT. A unique
problem with conventional sustained release formulations
is the inability to increase their retention time in the
stomach and proximal portions of small intestine. Floating
drug delivery system that overcomes the problems by
prolong the retention time of a dosage form in the stomach
and are useful for drugs have absorption window in
stomach, thereby improving the oral bioavailability of the
drug (Li et al., 2003; Singh & Kim, 2000; Baumgartner
et al., 2000; Deshpande et al., 1997).
Various approaches have been developed to increase
the gastric retention time of a dosage form. Reported
methods includes floating (Nayak & Malakar J, 2011;
Streubel et al., 2002; Streubel et al., 2003; Iannuccelli
et al., 1998; Atyabi et al., 1996), bio adhesive (Sheth &
Tossounian, 1978; Preda & Leucuta, 2003), swelling and
expanding (Chen et al., 2003; Bogentoft, 1982; Zuleger &
Lippold, 2001; Torre et al., 2005) and sedimentation
(Rouge et al., 1998). Every approach has its own
limitations. For example, bioadhesive systems may cause

problems such as irritation of the mucous layer owing to
high localized concentration of the incorporated drugs
(Singh et al., 2010; Ching et al., 1985) and swelling and
expanding systems may show a hazard of permanent
retention in the desired site. The single-unit systems such
as tablet may exhibit the all-or-none emptying
phenomenon, which may be overcome by the design of
multi-unit systems (Kaniwa et al., 1998). The multi-unit
dosage forms such as pellets and granules may be more
suitable because they claim to reduce the inter subject
variability in absorption and lower the probability of dose
dumping (Efentakis et al., 2000). Hydrophobic lipid,
Gelucire 43/01, can be considered as an effective carrier for
design of multi-unit floating drug delivery systems of highly
soluble drug such as diltiazem HCl (Shimpi et al., 2004).
Amlodipine besylate is a dihydropyridine calcium
channel antagonist used in the treatment of hypertension,
certain types of angina, and coronary heart failure.
Amlodipine Besylate is a white crystalline powder with a
molecular weight of 567.1. It is slightly soluble in water
and sparingly soluble in ethanol. It is extensively (about
90%) converted to inactive metabolites via hepatic
metabolism with 10% of the parent compound and 60% of
the metabolites excreted in the urine (Ohmori et al., 2003).
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